POETIC MEDIATION
ACROSS PRACTICES
AND INSTITUTIONS
Sailing with Pequod together with poets and
interaction designers

MEDEA

LIVING LAB THE STAGE

KNOWLEDGE & LEARNING
PERSPECTIVES
• Socio-cultural learning perspectives
- Lave & Wenger & Säljö
• Learning through doing and ongoing reflection through

actions
• Schön & Dewey

• STS & ANT
• Feminist standpoint epistemology
• Haraway & Leigh Star, Suchman
• Power & Practice
• Foucault, Bourdieu, Mouffe

RESEARCH QUESTION S
• Now that IT and new media has become an important part

of everyday life and media literacy has become essential
who should be involved in its development?
• What can collective design mean today and how can it be

conducted?

• What happens when diverse regimes of newness, quality

and knowledge collaborate?
• What forms of knowledge, quality, and newness are considered

legitimate

• How does accountability and initiation processes affect

the learning space & outcomes?

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
• Involves all stakeholders affected by the design, in

particular resource weak groups typically excluded

• Respect for various practices skill and competence
• Design is an open-ended and negotiable process
• Design is a mutual learning process through doing
• Design activities need to be meaningful for all parties

involved, but do not need to mean the same thing for all
involved

INTERWEAVING
• Long-term relationships through artful integration where

continuous co-development occurs (Suchman 2002)
• Pay attention to how technology connects to wider system

of socio-material relation in the form of collective
interweaving of people, artefacts and processes
(Suchman 2002).

PROTOCOLS, REPRESENTATIVES AND
CONSTITUENCIES (Pedersen, 2007)
• What protocols are in play and who are the actors

accountable to?
• How are representatives and constituencies constructed
and upheld? And are they as homogenous as often
perceived?
• Who initiates and how is enrolment carried out around a
specific inquiry?
• How are matters of concern made negotiable and
reportable?

THE CASE
PEQUOD #48

ORGANISATIONAL SETUP
• 2 editors from Pequod
• 5 poets, (4 from Malmö, one from Stockholm)
• 12 interaction design master students
• 2 interaction design teachers & a guest lecturer
• 2 technical assistants
• Special competence available at Medea

THE ASSIGNMENT
• Gain insight into new mass media practices and get

experience of design for cross-media and social media.
• The focus is on envisioning how cultural magazines can
publish when affected by the media transformation
currently going on. The concepts and production will be
developed in collaboration with the editors of Pequod and
five poets contributing to the issue.
• Each group will work with one poet and develop concepts
and a sharp production to be published at Norzine.com.
• The production should include a mix of digital and
physical elements that Pequod subscribers can
experience.

THE ASSIGNMENT
You are expected to take into consideration how your production intertwines with
existing media channels and practices. Some general questions to consider are:
• How can cultural magazines become more open-ended, generative and
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

collaborative?
In what way does temporal aspects, i.e. that magazines are published more
infrequently than newspapers, affect what is designed?
How can new temporal and spatial formats play a role in how the publication is
experienced?
How can digital and non-digital productions or experiences work together?
How is artistic quality maintained if the borders between professionals and
amateurs is blurred?
How can what is published connect to other media channels, platforms and
events?
How are bridges created between channels, platforms and events?
How can we think beyond one size fits all, i.e, and move toward media
productions that are optimized for specific media consumption and production
instances such as mobile contexts and at home or work where access to larger
screens is more common.

DELIVERABLES
• Produce a media production together with the poets and editors

that is published at Norzine.com. The production should take into
account that Pequod has around 2000 subscribers. Given that the
publication will be freely available online you need to include in the
production some element that is exclusive to the subscribers.

• Sketch a concept that suggests how such publication could

bridge over to a mobile or physical context.

• Write a two page reflective essay where you discuss central use

qualities in relation to digital poetry, online magazine publishing and
CSM in general drawing upon the mandatory literature. Questions to
consider are: What are central experiential qualities of “reading”
online, how does it differ temporally and spatially from other forms of
narratives? What generalizable insights relevant to other cross- social
media production can you draw from this project?

TENTATIVE INSIGHTS

TERROTORIAL STRATEGIES
• Poets:
• Clear & finished concept (Klas)
• Clear but open-ended concept (Pär)
• Open-ended & undefined (Linnéa & Azita)
• Open-ended, but with underlying clear agenda (Helena)

STUDENTS MIRROR THE POETS
STRATEGY
• If the poet sees the work as highly personal form of

expression or open the students also see their work as
highly personal form of expression or open
• Eg Helena sees her work as a personal expression and that visual style

should be representative of her brand. The students view their work also
as a personal expression and a battle of expression occurs
• Eg Azita is totally open and sets no restrictions. The students present

concepts that are totally open and all encompassing; where everything
is possible and thus nothing is in the beginning achievable.

CREATIV SPACE & ACCOUNTABILITY
• Varying degrees of freedom within a frame
• “We were allowed to do what we wanted.”
• “We created our own creative space.”
• “It was too open; she agreed to everything”
• “Executing an idea is quite nice”
• The students felt foremost accountable to themselves and

secondly to the poet and to a lesser degree to the
teachers and Pequod
• This should be seen in the light of self-motivation and the wish to

learn through testing and exploring
• “The mock-up was enough for the tutors, but I wanted to satisfy
Klas so I did a lot more than I was expected.”

ROLES & PROJECTIONS
POETS
• ‘It should say developer not designer on the page’
• ‘Engineers do not understand poetics’
• “Scott [a student] is the poet & I am the concept developer”
• ‘Azita felt in the beginning that she should help us since we were students’
INTERACTION DESIGNERS
• ‘It should say designer and not only developer’
• ‘The poet does not understand how long it takes to produce what she
wants. She thinks that you can change things in the last minute, which you
can when it comes to text, but not new media projects.’
•
‘Are we interaction designers applying our process on artistic productions
or are we artists’
• We started making jokes that we were making poetry and Azita agreed.”
• She (Linnéa) saw it as a joint work.”
• Many of the students felt they needed to inform (teach) the poets what is
possible: took on a teaching role

ROLES & PROJECTIONS
• The editorial role became distributed between the Pequod

editors and the teachers
• The space of negotiation & coordination increases dramatically and

is time consuming with such productions
• Due to temporal issues editorial feedback was distributed in time
and space, which sometimes caused confusion and irritation from
the poets
• Students are shielded from certain organizational issues

• The teachers become mainly facilitators and provide

scaffolds

QUALITY OF PRODUCTIONS
• Quality is tightly connected either to newness and/or how closely it fits

the poets identity

• Poets
• Challenge central imaginations of the lyric tradition, social media and
ownership/authorship and national identity
• Should be aligned to the poets brand
• Remediate an old Persian poetic tradition
• Students
• “Flash has fallen out of fashion.”
• “It is important that is new to ID; to a lesser degree to digital poetry”
• “What is important is that it shows that it is a poem from a specific culture.”
• Creative & active participation preferably directly connected to the poem
• It should be immersive
• That the result looks fresh in my portfolio

KNOWLEDGE GAINED
• How to work with multiple stakeholders and communicate

between them
• How to make up a language to bridge the gap between
designer and client/poet
• How meaning shifts depending on context and how
materials are mixed, rather than focusing on usability
issues

PUBLICNESS
• Students
• Highly motivating, makes it more real, and raises expectations
• “It was more of a push; you could not mess-up or fake it”
• “It is good to see how the project is received as time passes.”
• “Amazing; it gives the students the confidence that they can reach that

level”
• “It raises motivation and learning; I got to see how the visitors
responded to the piece.”

• Pequod
• Where initially uneasy about going public as they could not predict
the end-result and this was their first collaboration with MEDEA and
K3
• Gallery
• The event was a return to the roots of the gallery. The different arts
are too separated in Malmö

TENTATIVE RESULTS
• The means of production and accountability and thus the

knowledge and the outcome is multi-sited
• The roles of the participants becomes blurred and is multivocal
• Students become artists/poets & poets become designers

• Students gain knowledge on creative processes & some

aspects of particular languages of new media

• Detailed explorations & insights into how slight socio-material

semiotics formations & modalities change the meaning drastically
• Students find it difficult to generalize outcomes/insights and relate
them other domains

• How open the design space should be needs to be

negotiated and varies considerably

• The naming of roles in some cases becomes a battleground

TENTATIVE RESULTS
• Regimes of newness less important than expected
• Newness is defined in relation to the field of ID and e-poetry, and
the cultural context
• The reasoning for the importance of newness concerns challenging
and “updating” the field, but also for personal gain (having a fresh
portfolio).
• Going public affects the students initial mindset and is

highly motivating and seen as a important learning
experience
• Demands paying attention to issues relating to re- contexualization

and re-materialisation

